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2014 is now a reality. The excesses

of Christmas have been boxed

up and put away in the attic and the memory

of New Years Eve (or what little recollection

of it you might have) is now fading fast.

Whether we like it or not, it’s time to get on with the year ahead and

deal with the last few months of winter.

Every year it all looks a bit grim, and every year I use one simple tool

to combat the winter blues: I plan. It doesn’t matter how big or how

small the plan is; everything I put into place puts a dent in the chromo

bumper of Winter and in some strange way brings me a little closer to

Spring.

Of course some of that planning is pretty much done for me with the

arrival of the new tattoo convention season. Just a glance at the

calendar for the year ahead will tell you there is plenty to look forward

to. The Brighton Tattoo Convention, the Tattoo Tea Party and the

Scottish Tattoo Convention are all just around the corner – and what

great shows they are – and then, if you fancy pushing the boat out,

there is the mighty Milan Tattoo Convention, or the fantastic Mondial

du Tatouage in the beautiful city of Paris.

Perhaps it’s a brand new tattoo project that excites you, or the thought

of completing one that you’ve been working on for some time

(mentioning no names!)… or maybe this is the year you’re going to get

a piece from that artist you’ve long admired…

It doesn’t really matter what the plan is – it’s just the fact that it

engages the old grey matter. It’s something to get your mind focused

on, something to fire your enthusiasm. Plans are the antidote to the

poison that is mediocrity. They don’t cost anything to make (at least, to

begin with!) and they enable you reach beyond the present to create

the future you would really like to have. So go grab a pen and paper

and get a few ideas down. Oh – and make sure some of them are

totally unrealistic. You never know…

Until next month

James
editor@totaltattoo.co.uk

www.totaltattoo.co.uk

www.facebook.com/totaltattoomagazine

EDITORIAL

“A goal without a plan is just a wish” 
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry
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NewS & ReviewS
Tattoo news and reviews for your delectation and delight. If it goes on in the tattoo world, it goes in here. 
Send us your news items, books or products for review and items of general curiosity and intrigue for the tattoo cognoscenti.
News, Total Tattoo Magazine, PO Box 10038, Sudbury, Suffolk, CO10 7WL

Book Review
By Megamunden
Published by Laurence King Publishing
(www.laurenceking.com)
112 pages
Price £9.95

This is a collection of unique illustrations that have

been drawn especially for the book by Megamunden,

a Brighton-based artist immersed in the world of

tattoo culture. Megamunden’s work can be found on

walls, in magazines and on shopfronts as well as skin,

and includes creative projects for some well-known

corporate giants. There are around 120 designs in this

book, ranging from traditional hearts and daggers to

elaborate Japanese compositions, and in the centre

pages are two full colour pull-out posters. Although

produced as a colouring book, this is a volume that is

packed with fabulous inspiration for any tattoo

project.

TATTOO ARTIST WANTED

Inwood Ink in Harlow, Essex, are looking

for new artist to join their team. If you have

a great portfolio and the desire to give

people good ink please call 01279 420388

American godfather of tattooing
coming to England

It’s official! Ed Hardy will be attending the London Tattoo Convention in 2014 –

and you’ll be able to purchase original artwork from the man himself. Those are

all the details we have so far, but quite frankly that’s enough to get my heart

beating a bit quicker. The impact this man has had on modern tattooing simply

cannot be underestimated, and the chance to meet him is something definitely

not to be missed.
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Sons of Anarchy 
Give away
As if you didn’t already know... Sons Of Anarchy
tells the story of SAMCRO, a notorious motorcycle
club hell-bent on protecting their turf in a small US
town called Charming. And just like your local WI,
model railway club, or any other group you care to
mention, they have their internal issues. Season
Five sees new leader of the pack Jax having to deal
with the mess that Clay has left behind, not to
mention a few other things that could easily lead to
certain death. 20th Century Fox Home
Entertainment has kindly given us three box sets to
pass on to you. If you’d like the chance of taking
one for a spin, email comps@totaltattoo.co.uk
with subject line RPM, not forgetting to include
your name and address. Terms and condition apply
(see page 5) and closing date is 6th March

Duncan X
Short Film

Tattooing, like so many things in life, is invariably about

repetition. That is what people are comfortable with. It’s

always been that way; recurring themes bind us

together, providing familiarity in the midst of our

rebellion. Few tattoo artists have challenged that

conception – but Duncan X is one who has. Massively

influential and totally disinterested in the mainstream

media, his private world is not usually on show. And

that’s exactly what makes this short and deeply personal

film a must-watch. It’s beautifully shot, reflective in tone,

and director Alex Nicholson has created a strangely

uneasy harmony that somehow just works. Watch it free

of charge at www.moving-picture.com/work/mr-x

TATTOO FOR THE

PHILLIPPINES
After the devastating typhoon that hit the Philippines in November, the world

tattoo community has come together to help raise money to aid this

decimated country. The project is the brainchild of Clare Goldilox from

Painted Lady Tattoo Studio, who shared her idea with Elle Festin of Spiritual

Journey Tattoo & Tribal Gallery in the US, who in turn created the special

tattoo design. The project has grown from there, and a long list of artists

around the globe are now participating. It’s just £20 to have the design

tattooed on you, with all funds are going to the Red Cross. To find a

participating artist go to the facebook page and follow the links:

www.facebook.com/tattooforthephilippines

“If you have a positive idea, share it!!! Tiny pebbles really do
make big ripples.” Clare Goldilox



LINKYS
Here is this month’s selection of web links, containing a wide range of tattoo snippets for you to

enjoy.  If you know of a good Linky that you think our readers would like, drop us a line to

editor@totaltattoo.co.uk putting Linkys as your subject.

FUDÕ MYÕÕ IN SILVER

Liberty Tattoo: “We can fix that”

www.youtube.com/watch?v=ewl5cs7O6Os

Reclaim the Swastika, a film by Miguel Caiado

https://vimeo.com/80018442

Jeff Gogué trailer: “tattoo as i see it” 

https://vimeo.com/79833773

Gold Teeth, by dan le sac vs Scroobius Pip and Flux Pavilion

www.youtube.com/watch?v=K4ZuaVxBog8

NEW STUDIO

OPENS in devon

American tattoo artist Lou

Morales has opened a studio in

Exmouth, Devon, with “all the

bells and whistles and none of

the attitude”. Having tattooed in

Chile, Australia, Las Vegas and

Miami, Lou specialises in custom

designed traditional tattoos and

brings a wealth of knowledge

and experience to the South

West scene. Bells & Whistles

hope to take on a second

tattooist early in 2014 and

welcome any interest from

talented artists. You can find

them at 14 Exeter Road,

Exmouth, Devon, EX8 1PL, and

you can contact them on 

07402 979451 or via

www.bellsandwhistlestattoo.co.uk
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In collaboration with Daisuke Sakaguchi's brand

THE 27 LIFE, Reino Lehtonen-Riley of The Great

Frog has created an exclusive Fudõ Myõõ ring and

Vajra pendant. Celebrated in Ukiyo-e (Japanese

wood block prints) and Irezumi (traditional

Japanese tattoos), Fudõ Myõõ is the powerful

deity who protects every living being by burning

away all impediments, aiding them towards

enlightenment; the Vajra is his sword-like

implement, symbolising irresistible force and

representing wisdom cutting through ignorance.

With prices starting at £220, these pieces are

made from British hallmarked 925 sterling silver

(with the option of yellow-gold teeth and a ruby

eye for the Fudõ Myõõ ring). For details visit

www.thegreatfroglondon.com
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To celebrate twenty years of

tattooing, Christian Nguyen of

Inkvaders Tattoo in Geneva,

Switzerland, is hosting an art

exhibition in his studio. The launch

party is on the 24th January and

the paintings will be on display for

four weeks. Check it out if you’re in

town (www.inkvaders.com) and

take a look at Total Tattoo issue 66

to see our interview with Christian.

Inked icons
London based artist JJ Adams is on a mission to

rewrite the history books, or at least give them just a

little bit more colour. Marilyn Monroe, James Dean

and Elvis are just a few of the 20th century icons that

have been given his own kind of unique makeover.

Koi, cobwebs and other classic tattoo imagery now

decorate their skin, which surely begs the question:

Had these celebrities been alive today, is this a look

they might have chosen? (Even the Disney

Princesses aren’t safe from his tattooed vision...) 

JJ uses a range of media in his work, including

spray-paint, acrylics, screen-printing, collage and

digital matte painting – as well as photography of

course – and all to great effect. The time he spent

apprenticing at Wildfire Tattoo in South Africa has

clearly given him an understanding of what works

and what doesn’t when it comes to decorating skin. 

If you’re interested in seeing more of JJ’s work, or

purchasing a piece for your own collection, head to

www.eyeballgallery.co.uk/exhibitions

TATTOO ARTIST WANTED
New Tribe, a busy studio in Brixham, south Devon, is looking

for a third full-time artist with a good portfolio and studio

experience. Please email newtribe@mac.com
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This year’s 
Brighton Convention
promises to be bigger and better than ever before. Returning to

the Hilton Brighton Metropole Hotel, smack bang in the heart of

the city on the famous seafront, here are just a few reasons to

make this Winter warmer a date in your diary.

Pre-Show Party
It all kicks off on the evening of Friday 14th Feb with the Pre-Show Party 

on site at the Hilton. Doors open at 8pm.

350+
World class artists plying their trade over the

weekend. It’s a mouth-watering international line-up.

For full listing see www.brightontattoo.com or

www.facebook.com/ BrightonTattooConvention

for all the latest news.

This year’s art exhibition
is something a bit special. All
proceeds from The Valentine Art
Show, organised in collaboration
with Nine Tattoo, will go to Cancer
Research.  

Competitions
Catch the best tattoos done at

the show!

Saturday:

(only one class today)

Best of Day 7 pm

Sunday:

Large B/G 4pm

Small B/G 4.30pm

Large Colour 5pm 

Small Colour 5.30pm

Ornamental 6pm

Blackwork 6.30pm

Best of Day 7pm

OVER 350 

w
orld class tattooists



The Bands 
Saturday night is all about live music and this year it’s an all

ska affair. The Communicators take to the stage at

9pm, playing a mix of ska classics and original material,

followed by none other than ska legend Mr Neville

Staple at 10pm. After that, the Ace Cafe’s Little Diane will

be spinning discs through until 2am.

Aftershow Party 
Sunday's Aftershow Party

kicks off at 8pm and is

hosted by the Brighton

Rockabilly Rumble Club. 

It's on site at the Hilton, 

so the weekend’s action

continues even though the

machines have stopped

buzzing!

OTHER HIGHLIGHTS
• Specially created cocktails
• Handmade ice cream
• Awesome coffee
• Taxidermy taster lessons
• Vintage clothing
• Haircuts... and so much more...

Some of the artists at the show
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FREE TICKETS TO
BRIGHTON TATTOO

CONVENTION
SEE PAGE 41 FOR DETAILS
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“Travelling to three countries in a week feels like I’ve
lived a lifetime. But if I’m staying in the same place 
day after day, six months of life can easily slip by
barely noticed.”

Those are the words of Chad Koeplinger, arguably one of the world’s most well-
travelled tattoo artists. With a personal carbon footprint that’s probably at least the
size of Europe, he’s been constantly on the road for the last eight years; in the last

three years, he hasn’t spent more than four days in the same place. His journeying has taken
him all over the world, making him a difficult man to tie down. We managed to catch up
with him during a brief stay in London, before he headed off again to goodness knows
where!

Chad’s fascination with tattooing began at the very tender age of six, when a chance encounter
with a ‘sleeved’ customer at a local McDonalds back in 1982 pressed a button in his head. From
that moment, he just knew that tattooing was for him. He had an older friend who had already
started in the trade, and when that friend opened his shop in ‘91, this was the place where you
would find the teenage Koeplinger. “I would pop in literally every day for, maybe, five years!
Eventually he offered me a job helping out. I knew I wanted to tattoo, but I had way too much
respect for him to say, ‘I want to do what you do’. I think that’s really rude. When a guy has put a
whole lot of his life into getting himself to a certain place and some kid comes along and says,
‘Teach me’, that’s disrespectful. I think you need to hang around, help out, be useful and wait to
be invited in. It took me years before I could tell him I wanted to be a tattooist.”

That day finally came while Chad was discussing his desire to travel around the world. Not
coming from a wealthy background, according to his boss there were only two ways he was going
to be able to do this: become a merchant mariner, or become a tattoo artist. Chad, seizing his
opportunity at last, spoke the words that would change his life: “I’ve always wanted to be a
tattooer!” The reply shocked him. “Oh really? I never knew. I could sell you some equipment for
$100.” And so the journey began.

Interview by Perry • Pictures courtesy of Chad Koeplinger
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But what drives a person to adopt such a nomadic existence? “My parents
owned a TV repair shop and for a few years business was good. Good

enough to be able to take a couple of weeks holiday and travel around the
country a little. That trip, and the copies of National Geographic that we had

lying around, combined with the passing of my mother – who had always
wanted to go on an African safari but never made it – made me decide that

anything I wanted to do and could, I would.” Seeing the world was one of the
things that Chad really wanted to do. “I would look at pictures of some place and
want to go there, see it for myself, smell it and feel it. You can’t get that from a

photo or the Internet. You need to be there.”
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For Chad, expansion of the mind through
travel is one of the major attributes of the
tattooing life. He tells me, “You can find
references on a computer, but it has no
soul unless you’ve seen it with your own
eyes, touched it with your fingers and
smelt it in the air. It’s only by experiencing

a culture first hand, with all its subtleties,
allowing it to affect you and add to your
own three-dimensional physical reference
material, that it can influence your
understanding. It changes the way you
look at everything.”
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Travelling anywhere that is not on a major tourist trail carries a certain
amount of risk. I wondered if Chad had experienced any hair-raising
adventures? “One time, Theo Jak and I thought we were being
kidnapped on the border of Syria when the driver went a bit crazy 
and took us off the road. Luckily, at that time the secret police would
follow anyone who looked a little strange. They came to our rescue,
otherwise I’m certain that something pretty awful was going to happen
in the back of that van. Apart from that one time, I’ve been pretty
fortunate. I’m not the party type of guy; I don’t go to the wrong places
and get wasted; I don’t go looking for drugs; I try not to stand out. I
travel to these places to see them. I don’t go there for them to see me.”
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Influence and inspiration are comfortable bedfellows. Chad’s style of work has been described to
me as one of the most imitated and reproduced within tattooing. Chad himself finds this flattering,
though he tries hard not to think about it too much. “Personally, I don’t really care if people copy
me. After all, I am just interpreting the things I’ve done and seen. I wait until the last minute to
draw my designs. I love spontaneity. I don’t live my life to any routine and so my work is a little
less planned, therefore I have less time to copy, which means it mainly comes straight from me. 
I do understand that there are some guys who have worked real hard to develop their own thing
and come up with tricks that they do and I totally respect that. When someone comes along and
just takes what they have worked so hard for, that just sucks!”
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“It’s easy to allow yourself to get negative about these
things, and I try not to do that. My problem with
tattooing at the moment is that I can see it going down
a weird road; one where I feel that for the average
tattooist, it’s going to be hard to make a living in the
future. What we see at conventions and high-end
shops – that’s not really tattooing; it’s specialised
work for a specialist market. Real tattooing is football
badges, infinity signs, names and roses, and it’s those
guys who I think are going to have a tough time real
soon. There are so many people doing it now and
rather than competing by being better, they are
competing by being cheaper.”

“People need to understand that tattooing is not a
hobby and you need to either be in it or quit. If you’re
not bringing something to it and dedicating your life to
it – which means playing by some of the rules – then
you are a drain and you need to find something else to
do. Anyone who is not a lifer in tattooing should fuck
off, plain and simple.”

With Chad’s nomadic lifestyle it’s
never long before it’s time to be
moving on. I wanted to know how this
constant roaming has influenced how
he works. “I learnt to tattoo fast,
working in a street shop where you had
fifty guys waiting in the lobby. The
work had to be good, because we were
right behind the projects [government-
funded housing estates - Ed] and they
would come back and fuck you up if
they weren’t happy. You had to work
fast and clean, and it’s a profession
that hurts so you want to get it over
with real quick. I still work that way.”
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But the times they are a-changing and it would appear that Chad’s passport may be due a
vacation of its own, as Chad has found a place to settle down with his girlfriend in California.
At the moment his plans are in conflict between enjoying life in a private studio at home, or
staying on the road. After all those years travelling it is only natural that he would be torn.
“I’ve cut down the trips a lot lately. There is a part of me that wants to settle down and then
there’s another part of me that wants to sell everything I own. I look at these paintings on my
walls at home and I think, ‘I’ve seen that picture again and again.’ All these reminders of
where I have been only serve as reminders that I’m no longer there. It’s easy to fill your life
with stuff that doesn’t matter. After my mum died I realised that you need to fill it with all the
right shit.  In this life you only get one go around.”

chadkoeplingerslife.wordpress.com
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king of tattoo
2013

O
nce a year, Japan’s best tattoo artists gather in Tokyo
(along with specially invited foreign guests) for King of
Tattoo, the country’s only true tattoo convention. The

Japanese tattoo scene is actually rather small, but it’s quality
rather than quantity that counts here. Side-by-side with
international superstars, some of the most revered Japanese
masters honour the meeting with their presence, and many
people felt that organiser Katsuta Tokuyuki of Tokyo Hardcore
Tattoo had given us his best event yet.

A lot of tattoo fans in the West might well be under the impression that Japanese culture and

tattooing are somehow inextricably linked, such is the all-pervasive nature of Japanese imagery in

global tattooing today. Japanese bodysuits have inspired Western tattooists for decades, and

travelling to Japan has become a kind of holy grail for anyone taking a serious interest in the art

of tattoo. But there’s a surprise in store for the uninitiated or unprepared visitor, because tattoos

in Japan are far from ubiquitous. In fact they’re pretty much invisible. If you don’t know where to

go or who to speak to, you could easily spend weeks here without seeing a single speck of ink!

Japanese tattoo collectors prefer to keep their ink covered. This is partly attributable to the

natural tendency towards discretion in Japanese society, but there are other factors too. Tattooed

people are barred from public baths, swimming pools and even some beaches, and a tiny tattoo

can lose someone their job or make it very difficult for a person to find an apartment to rent (so

imagine the difficulty in finding a venue for a tattoo convention...). Of course this discrimination is

largely a hangover from earlier times, when visible tattoos signified Yakuza gang membership;

nowadays the Yakuza aren’t getting tattooed that much any more, preferring to be less

conspicuous. But prejudices run deep, and this makes King of Tattoo all the more important to

fans of this colourful art.

Photos and text: Travellin’ Mick
Interview: Travellin’ Mick and SANAxxx  

1.

2.

4. 5.

3.

1. mikoshi demonstration by the 

edo kaiyou mutsumi-kai group 

2. travellin’ mick and artist 

friends in akihabara, tokyo

3. by diau-an, taiwan tattoo (taiwan)

4. by horigyn, sword of rebel

5. shige watching over his daughter 

ayaka doing her first ‘tattoo’
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6. 7. 8.

9.

10.

6. by shige, yellow blaze (japan)
7. by mutsuo, 

three tides tattoo (japan)
8. by tomo, yellow blaze (japan)
9. by randy, 

heaven of colours (germany)
10. by naoki, tns (japan)
11. by mana, mana tattoo art (japan)
12. by hiroyuki, 

cotton pickin’ tattoo (japan)
13. by sabado, 

eccentric super tattoo (japan)
14. by kohki, rin-kg (japan)
15. by shige, yellow blaze (japan) 
16. by horien, la spezia (italy)



The event is held in posh Daikanyama in an ordinary office

building. There are no large signs or posters, and no crowds of

inked-up punters queuing to get in or puffing away on cigarettes

in the car park outside. Nothing, really, to indicate that a tattoo

convention is taking place. But this small meeting is one of the

most important tattoo events in the world, offering an incredible

density of top tattooing in its exceedingly exclusive artist line-up.

It seems that the entire Who’s Who of the Japanese national

scene is here, including names well-known in the West such as

Shige and Sabado – with global stars from outside Japan, such as

Jeff Gogué, Robert Hernandez and Randy Engelhard, enjoying the

privilege of being on the roster too. 

11. 12. 13.

15.

16.

14.
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There are no waiting lists for a booth at King of Tattoo. You have to be invited, and only one or

two new names are added each year... if someone who already has a spot can’t make it. Many

foreign artists therefore attend the show as private visitors instead, so that they can savour the

atmosphere, make contacts for future trips to Japan, or arrange guest spots. This rather strict

selection policy is not down to any arrogance on the part of the organisers. The venue’s very

limited capacity makes it a necessity (and moving to a larger premises would not only mean the

loss of the event’s cosy, intimate nature – it would also be virtually impossible to do, given the

continuing climate of anti-tattoo discrimination).

King of Tattoo is quite a party, with music in every style (blues, hip hop, traditional Japanese... ),

pole dancers, and of course numerous competitions of eye-popping tattoo art (including Miss

Tattoo). One feature introduced recently – with the education of both Japanese and foreign

visitors in mind – is a series of on-stage interviews with tattoo legends such as Horiyoshi III and

Horihide (see box on next page) skilfully translated by SANAxxx.

So King of Tattoo really is becoming an international event. And with the usually-hidden beauty of

Japanese tattooing on show for all to see, this is certainly one of the best weekends of the year

for tattoo fans to visit Tokyo!

17. 18.

19.

20.
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17. by tim kern, tribulation (usa)

18. by horimaguro, miura (japan)

19. painting by shige and jeff gogué 

20. banner by tomo, 

yellow blaze (japan)

21. by hata, inkrat (japan)

22. by shige, yellow blaze (japan)

23. by jess yen, my tattoo (usa)

24. by kohki, rin-kg (japan)

25. by kosei, trick or tattoo (japan)

21. 22. 23.

24. 25.
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A chat with Horihide

With – believe it or not – sixty two years of tattooing under his belt,
Kazuo Oguri, aka Horihide, is a living legend. Working with Sailor Jerry
Collins in Hawaii in the 1960s, and with Don Ed Hardy too, his were
the bodysuits (among others) that so deeply influenced the pioneers
of modern tattooing in the West. Today, a sprightly eighty one years of
age, he works in a private studio in Gifu in central Japan and has no
plans to retire any time soon!

Total Tattoo: Horihide-Sensei, what brings you here? 
Horihide: Oh, my young friend Yushi Takei, who works with Hanky
Panky in Amsterdam. He called me up and asked if I wanted to join
King of Tattoo. He is a good boy. King of Tattoo is very important,
especially because it happens in the centre of Tokyo, and not some
invisible spot in the suburbs. Many smaller events were pushed aside
by the establishment, became too expensive for the organisers to run,
and eventually disappeared. Unfortunately, the Japanese tattoo scene in
the past hasn’t had a culture of sharing knowledge; the masters never
talked about techniques, materials and styles. This is now different, and
I want to support it.

Total Tattoo: Tell us about the early days.
Horihide: When I went to Hawaii in the 60s, I saw tattoo machines
and tattoo colours for the very first time! How my eyes were opened!
I brought those novelties back to Japan and shared them. In 1968 we
started a Japanese association of tattooists in order to spread the new
knowledge. Nowadays it is much easier to become a tattoo artist,
since you don‘t have to do an apprenticeship for so many years like
we had to do, but when I started out, just after tattooing was legalised
in 1948, for a long time there were only about ten horishi [tattooists]
in the Tokyo area.

Total Tattoo: And what about modern tattooing? 
Horihide: Well... most of it, I have to admit, is too colourful for me.
It all becomes indistinct. Colour highlights can be used give a part of
the tattoo the attention it deserves, and make it stand out more, but
the natural black-and-grey shadings of Japanese sumi ink are what I
admire the most. For me they contain the soul of our tattoos.

26. body painting competition

27. by horiai (japan)

28-31. by horishow (taiwan)

26. 27.

28. 29.

30.

31.
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Interview: James Sandercock
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In
2006, Scroobius Pip handed in his notice at the well-known record

store where he worked and, with enough money saved up to keep

him going for a year, moved into the back of his van. His intention:

to produce an album. The result, twelve months later, was an epic beard

(shaving was just a unwanted hassle, especially when living in a van) and a

single in the Top 40 with his partner in crime Dan Le Sac. That track, Thou

Shalt Always Kill, has had over four million hits on YouTube and Pip’s life has

changed immeasurably. I met up with him late last year to find out a little

more about this tattooed spoken-word warrior. What makes him tick?

And why ‘Scroobius Pip’?

in the jungle. He goes with the lions for a bit

then realises he’s not a lion, goes with the fish

for a bit and realises he’s not a fish, and blah,

blah, blah... In the end, he realises he is his own

creature – but one that can go to all those

different places.  He’s just a ‘Scroobius Pip’.

That’s why I started to use the name. I was

moving between different projects –

photography, street art, all sorts – and it just

kind of stuck. So it’s not a separate identity; it’s

very much who I am. Without over-thinking it,

perhaps it’s made me more comfortable

moving from one area of creativity to another.

The Scroobius Pip can be many different

things.”

Pip’s music has a smouldering intensity to it

and is performed with a machine-gun kind of

delivery. His chosen subject matter evokes the

dark pantomime of life – yet, sitting on a

park bench with him in a quiet square off

London’s Oxford Street, chatting on a

crisp Autumn morning, there doesn’t

seem to be any evidence of this

heartache. “I’ve always felt that

it’s important for a writer to

be interested and engaged

in the process – not do

it just because they

have an album to

do, or think they

know what

people

“People think ‘Scroobius Pip’ is

a stage name, or a persona

that I assume, but I’ve been

known as Pip for years

now. It comes from when

I was involved with

street art. It’s got a

semi-pretentious

background to it:

The Scroobius Pip

is an Edward

Lear poem

about this

creature

who

lives

want to hear. In life, when you’re happy

and things are going well, you try to stay in

that place as long as possible. And quite

rightly so. When dark things happen in life

and you’re unhappy, your main aim is to

get back to that happy place, so those

darker areas generally remain unexplored.

But those areas are much more interesting

to write about and find inspiration within.”

So it’s crucial to be able to visit, and

familiarise yourself with, these areas? “Yes I

would say it is. It’s a great ability for

anybody to have, just for your own

processes. To be able to switch into

something that angers you and get really

intimate with it and write about it, but

then be able to step out of it as well,

means it doesn’t consume you.” There are

also things that Pip has needed to

experience physically in the name of the

good word. “I wrote a song about what a

nightmare the last train home from

London tends to be” he tells

me. Living in the same small

Essex town in which he

grew up, he’s caught that

train many times. “I’ve

had people try to steal

my shoes and set fire to

my beard – some quite

nasty shit – but it’s all

part of getting inside the

subject. I’ve always had a

fascination with the

variations of emotions we

experience in life...”

It seems that for Pip, his

creativity has a mind of its own

and heads off in whatever

direction he might feel drawn to

at that moment – which isn’t

always the thing he’s supposed

to be concentrating on at the

time. “With my writing, in
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particular, I do need to sit down sometimes and give it specific

attention, but in general it’s just an ongoing thing. It always

seems to be moving and growing. It’s a nice way to work, but

there is the question of how long  I maintain it. I do wonder

whether that lack of structure will come round and bite me

on the arse.” 

Pip is by no means your typical MC. The controlled anger and

intensity combined with his theatrical presence come from his

performances on the spoken word scene and his punk rock

roots. “I grew up playing in little punk and hardcore bands but

it got to the point where I was fed up with relying on other

people – a drummer who had to have his tea first, or a bassist

who could only come on Thursdays because of his job. Spoken

word really jumped out at me as something that I could do off

my own bat and, equally importantly, fail or succeed at on my

own merit. I don’t like having excuses. It was just a natural

progression to put it to music, as that has always been my

passion, more so than just poetry alone.”

Pip’s success has also afforded him the opportunity to venture

into other creative areas. He now has a film night in London

and a radio show on XFM, and he’s always ready to take on

something new with a positive and quite unique attitude: “I’m

always more than comfortable with being shit at something. If

I try it and I’m crap at it then fine, I won’t do that. It’s that

whole thing of giving it a go and experiencing something for

better or worse.”

Of course the reason Pip and I first got into contact was his love of tattoos –

which is as individual and leftfield as the man himself. “Most of my tattoos have 

no real link. I’ve got a couple I don’t like and a load that I love. I got my first one

when I was 16 (and I want to state, at this point, that people did not have this

tattoo at that time... ) I got a barcode. I just went to my local shop and said ‘I

want this’, and it was a bit crap. That seems crazy to me now, not to research the

artist... to go to someone whose artwork and style I’m not passionate about... 

But from that point onwards I’ve grown to be a big fan of tattoos.” Pip’s also

quite a traditionalist in many ways. “All my tattoos can be covered up by clothing. 

I feel I need literally to build a body of work before I have anything permanently

visible. I think you have to earn that.” And he also only likes outlines. “When I’m

looking at artists on Instagram I find that, although I love the finished work, I’m

most buzzing when the tattoos are just nice, crisp outlines. Antony Flemming 

did a two-headed stag on my side and it killed him not to fill it in.”

“My tattoos don’t have any particular meaning. I just think they look cool, and

what’s wrong with that? People might find that concept hard to grasp, especially

non-tattooed folk, but I’m just excited by the collaboration of getting someone’s

artwork on me. I’ve had a really enjoyable journey in my love for tattoos.”

It came as no surprise to find out that Pip has plenty of other projects in the

pipeline. “At some point I’d like to get into film making. I’m a big film nerd and I’ve

been working on a few scripts for a while now. But I suppose if I have a plan for

the future it’s just to keep creating in whatever way that manifests itself. Let’s be

honest, it’s just stuff to avoid getting a real job. I’ll do anything I can – anything

that’s creative and fun and keeps me out of an office.” An admirable attitude, but

it takes a massive amount of energy and momentum, not to mention talent and

charisma, to make it work… and Pip has all of those. He’s never really had a

master plan for his life, just an insatiable curiosity and an openness to experience.

So who knows what will pop up next? One thing’s for sure: it will be

unmistakably Scroobius.

Before we parted there was one final question I felt I needed to ask Pip. Such was

its social and cultural magnitude I had trouble getting the words out, but

eventually I managed. “Pip, if you could have any animal live in your beard, what

would it be?” “I would have to jump straight towards some kind of small monkey,”

replied Pip. Good choice.

www.scroobiuspip.co.uk
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1. 2.

3.

4. 5. 6.

1. leo rios hard at work

2. by leo rios, timebomb tattoo

3. by pinyu, rude studios

4. by craig measures, 

golden dragon tattoo

5. by ryan davies, royal owl

6. zombie welcoming committee

7. storm troopers at dawn

8. trophies

9. by rob, ink surgery

10. by ben shaw, octopus tattoo

11. ronnie goddard tattooing
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sheffieldtattoo show
A

Storm Trooper, a zombie and a tattooist stand

side-by-side in a city in Yorkshire. That’s not the

start of a joke – it’s the rather unique situation

we found ourselves observing as we took in this year’s

Sheffield Tattoo Show.

Once again, the show was held at the city’s Magna Centre. This large characterful venue
echoes Sheffield’s industrial heritage and easily housed the hundred-or-so artists present.
It’s a great home for the show. The difference this year was that the convention stretched
to two days, and the big question was of course “Could they carry it off?”

The artist line-up was high quality. Many familiar names were there: Mat Lapping (Creative
Vandals), Mark Bailey (Golden Dragon), Mark Bester (Marked for Life), Spacey (Bizarre
Ink), as well as more than a few artists who I'd not come across before, many producing
some stellar tattoos. Rob ‘Ink Surgeon’ Bates (Ink Surgery) particularly impressed me
with a superb tattoo of Watto from Star Wars, and Mike Gibson of Rude Studios also
deserves an honourable mention, his work reminding me a lot of Adriaan Machete's, with
his own personal fusion of styles. Awarded Best of Saturday, his work was clearly noticed
by others as well. There were some big tattoos on display too. TachoFranch (Follow Your
Dreams Tattoo) was showing off his talents with some massive backpieces, and one very
brave fellow spent two whole days getting a superb red dragon tattooed across his back
by Leo Rios of Timebomb.

There was a gory surprise in store for many a punter, courtesy of hordes of zombies
laying in wait for the unwary. And they weren’t just people in fancy dress with a bit of
fake blood; these guys were the real McCoy. Many were bona fide film actors and their
make-up was very impressive, albeit in a somewhat macabre way. They stayed in character
all weekend, shuffling and dragging their disfigured limbs about the venue. Photo
opportunities were also provided courtesy of the Storm Troopers from the 501st Legion,
again adding that little extra to the convention. I often feel that those visitors not actually
getting or producing tattoos are forgotten about at many shows, but that definitely
wasn’t the case here. It was nice to have something to interact with – in between the live
music acts and, of course, the bar.

I camped out at the side of the stage for the judging and, yet again, found myself
impressed at the quality of the tattoos I was photographing. This is testament to the fact
that tattooing really is coming of age. People are realising that they don't have to settle
for second best when it comes to body art.

All too quickly it was Sunday evening. The artists packed up their booths and went
outside to scrape the ice from their windscreens. So, the big question: Did the gamble of
making the Sheffield show a two-day event pay off? Yes, it did. And certainly everyone I
spoke to felt that this show has major capacity for even more growth. No doubt next
year the Magna Centre will play host once again to Lord Vader’s henchmen, some
incredible zombies and a huge roomful of awesome tattooists!

Text & photos, Neil Dalleywater

7.

8.

9. 10.

11.
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12. by mike gibson, rude studios

13. mike receives his award

14. by liam jackson, big rob’s tattoos

15. by mark bailey, golden dragon tattoo

16. by mat lapping, creative vandals

17. by mark bester, marked for life

18. by ffion, wrexham ink

19. by tacho, follow your dream

20. by dan lucas, inklined tattoo

21. by ronnie goddard, 

blood sweat and pain

22. by steve wade, 

all seeing eye tattoo lounge

23. julie by jane moseley, 

golden dragon tattoo

24. by simon grayson, second 2 none 

12. 13.

15.

16. 17. 18.

14.
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You can recognise a Miguel Angel Bohigues
tattoo by its silvery shading and its beautifully
composed imagery. Whether it’s an urban

landscape or a  portrait sleeve, his silky-smooth work
has a realism that is almost unmatched in
contemporary black and grey tattooing. But what
about the man himself? What’s his story? And how
does he approach his art?

Miguel discovered his love of art very early on in life. When he was a
boy  the family frequently moved house, which meant  little Miguel
didn’t have many real childhood friends. He spent endless hours at
home filling his copious spare time with drawing, making a world of
his own by creating comic books, and building his artistic skills.

Then later on, friends who knew what a good artist he was began to
ask if he could design tattoos for them, or re-work their existing ink...
so he decided to get some equipment together, attend a basic
weekend course and see what he could do. Fast forward to the next
chapter of the story, and his work comes to the attention of
Veronica, owner of V Tattoo in Valencia. She hires him on the spot,
realising straight away that she’s found a real diamond in the rough
– something rather special. (And not just artistically! Five months
later they were married.) 

It took a couple of years for Miguel to find the right creative
direction for his tattooing. “I’d always wanted to do realistic work,
but I felt I wasn’t making much progress. This was beginning to make
me angry. Luckily, I decided to go to Hungary to get tattooed by
Boris. He was really open with his knowledge and, despite the
language barrier, he gave me lots of valuable information. It was at
that point that something just clicked in me and I felt my career was
on the right track.”  
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Text: Travellin’ Mick 
Photos: Miguel Angel Bohigues, V Tattoo
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Miguel, 31, has been at V Studio for
several years now. He has become
known for his fine Chicano-style designs,
and his high quality work is in huge
demand. Although his tattoo
iconography is mostly based in US street
culture, he is keen to explain that this is
influenced more by his clients’ choices
than by his own artistic goals. “People
ask for what they see in my portfolio”, he
says with a shrug, “but I don’t really mind
doing these designs – if I did I wouldn’t
have them on show! Sometimes I do get
a bit bored, though, when customers just
keep asking for the same religious
images, or the same women and cars”. 

Miguel was initiated into this Chicano
iconography when he tattooed at José
Lopez’s Lowrider Tattoo Studios in
California a couple of years ago. He
spent a month there, receiving valuable
lessons from the master of Latino street
art. Looking at Miguel’s tattoos up close,
you can see the technical similarities to
José Lopez’s masterpieces. 

Miguel’s goal is to create pictures that
tell a story, “an entire movie in one single
frame” as he describes it. Portraits are
often the central focus, but by avoiding
standard perspective he manages to
introduce new viewpoints. And he
doesn’t treat the portrait as an isolated
image, but places it within a meaningful
background to fire the imagination of the
observer. If you take time to study one of
Miguel’s large-scale pieces, all sorts of
unique details will emerge and you will
discover elements you never knew were
there: dramatic twists in the tale.
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Artistically, what moves Miguel is
searching for the right composition for
his tattoos – the perfect recipe for that
particular arm, leg, or back. He strives to
achieve the most harmonious
arrangement of his imagery, whilst at
the same time leaving space in the
design for later additions. His tattoos
are meticulously planned and tailor-
made for each customer. “The main
difficulty lies is finding the ideal
placement for the tattoo”, he explains.
“Each client is different, obviously, and I
have to work with all sorts of skin types,
body structures, pre-existing tattoos,
and so on. Even the position of the body
during the tattooing process is
important, because it affects how the
skin stretches. I am convinced that it’s
the degree to which the blood flow is
impeded, or unimpeded, that influences
the way the shading comes out in the
end. It takes many years to understand
all this”.

Freshly done, Miguel‘s work often
seems very dark. It can take months
for the finest shades to appear and
for the tattoo to unfold its full beauty.
Miguel can only speculate about the
reasons for this. “I guess it has
something to do with me working
quite quickly and aggressively. I
might do an entire thigh piece in
seven or eight hours, which does put
a strain on the skin and can leave a
very black looking surface. But as
long as the skin is not affected too
much, and the gradations are in
there, it will all be OK in the end.”
And that milky, silky-smooth shading,
with its silvery-blueish tinge, will
appear in all its glory.
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It’s hardly surprising to hear that Miguel
is one of those tattooists who would
describe himself as an artist, first and
foremost. Furthermore, he feels that
human skin is probably the most difficult
artistic medium of all. “If I was doing an
oil painting, my canvas would be flat,
two-dimensional and static. It wouldn’t
move around. A leg is much harder to
work on! It’s curved, with a rounded
surface, it changes shape, and it moves
its position. And the finished work will be
seen from many radically different
angles and directions. You have to factor
in all these variables and still create an
image with the meaning and feeling you
are looking for, a portrait face with the
right expression. Yes, this is definitely an
art.”



Miguel has worked countless conventions in the last few years. And he works
hard. His machine is usually buzzing before the doors open to the public, and he
frequently tattoos for seven, eight, or even ten hours at a stretch, invariably
presenting an amazing (and often award-winning) piece of work to the judges
at the end of the show. He has a seemingly all-consuming desire to be successful
– and his own explanation for it, too. “I am never entirely satisfied with my
work, and I have recently begun to understand that this burning ambition has
something to do with my childhood. I have always been nervous around
strangers; I never used to have much self-confidence. But the compliments I’ve
received about my tattoos have helped me immensely. They’ve made me
stronger. They’ve also made me work ever harder, because now I want to
achieve even more! I’ve overcome my loneliness, and the company of my friends
is becoming more and more important to me too.”

Miguel Angel Bohigues 
V-Tattoo 
C/Cuenca, 18b 
46960 Aldaya (Valencia), Spain 
http://www.vtattoo.es 
http://www.facebook.com/vtattoo.spain
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be still my beating...



dimitri hk, dimitri tatouage (france)

lines and

dots

dave barry, dave barry tattoo
marc, little swastika (germany)

danny brown, inksmiths

ash harrison, electric om



maciej enzo sowa, ink-ognito (poland) tamara lee, the circle

manuel winkler, clockwork tattoo (italy)

chaim  machlev, toe loop tattoo (germany)
julie clarke, flaming gun tattoo

charly huurman, smiley dogg tattoo



den yakovlev, ink army (russia)

lewis mckechnie, den of iniquity

nasty business
oddboy, real art tattoo

cre mccall, old london road



michael da bear, michael da bear tattoo

chris jones, physical graffiti

mark bester, marked for life



cecil porter, cecil porter tattoo (usa)

darcy nutt, chalice tattoo (usa)

ben gadsby, black tide studio

l m knight, frith street tattoo



scott mustapic, oddfellows tattoo collective

old man brierley, art house tattoo

pawel jankowzki, jankowzki custom tattoo
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carlos torres, time line gallery (usa) 



pete carreno, the great american tattoo company (usa) alan aldred, cosmic tattoo

ash davies, physical graffiti

antony flemming, world of tattoos



tony mancia, tattoo mancia studio (usa)

max pniewski, southmead tattoo



cathy sue, dexterity ink

fingers dött (on the road)

jared stomber,  empire star tattoo (usa)

oleg turyanskiy (russia)



pawel stronski, 
kamil tattoos alex, stigma studio

darrin white, 

on the road (usa)
edgar ivanov, old london road



sadee johnston, picture house tattoo

otto d’ambra, ratta tattoo (italy)

lukasz sokolowski,

totoototam (poland)

paul tipping, paul tipping tattoo

mark cummings, tnt tattoo (australia)

will thompson, ink lounge

click



nick baxter (usa)

matt deverson, progression tattoo (australia)
Australia

jay jay dallas, royal arch (sweden)

alejandro diaz, dream’s factory tattoo (spain)



be still my beating...

enzo barbareschi. sacred art tattoos

alan aldred, cosmic tattoo

tim pangburn, art machine (usa)



jody dawber, picture house

joey ortega, triple crown (usa)

mark bester, marked for life

true cat, plastic surgery (italy)

bobby leach, southmead tattoo



dane mancini, inkamatic (italy)

marco galdo, 

trafficanti d’arte (italy)

kazimierz kosa rychlikowski, 
speak in color (poland)

julian louis, marked for life

amy savage, jayne doe

kiley, cult classic



cassie connolly, steve’s tattoos

fingers dött (on the road)

rich smith, five magics

sadee johnston, picture house
maciej enzo sowa, Ink’ognito (poland) 



lukasz sokolowski, totoototam (poland)

mike stockings, legacy ink glenn blackburn, eds head tattoo

nakota garza,
outer limits (usa)

sean herman, royal street tattoo (usa)
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pioner (russia)

tattoo sundaybruges tattoo show

Around the beginning of November every year, Tattoo Sunday
makes its mark on the convention calendar in the beautiful
city of Bruges. The original plan for this show was simple -

bring together a small collection of some of the finest tattooists in
Europe and add to that the best of Belgium’s artists for a fast-paced,
one-day show where the whole focus was on ink, pure and simple. No
bands, no competitions, no entertainers, just tattooing.

Words and Pictures: Perry

The show is held at Studio Hall, in the Sint
Kruis district, on the outskirts of the city. The
venue offers a bar area at the front, which also
serves food, and a large hall to the rear housing
all the tattooists and traders. There is a small
outside area at the back for smokers, a food
vendor and a merchandise stall for the local
bike club. Inside the hall there were five rows
of artists, each one handpicked to work the
convention. Most of them had chosen not to
book appointments in advance, allowing
visitors the opportunity of grabbing some
world-class ink from the likes of Eckel,
Horitsubaki, Alexandre Wuillot, Sebastiaan
Wilms from Skin-A-Matic in Holland, the
crew from Bad Bunny in Belgium and a whole
bunch of other great artists, who all turned up
to support this great little show.

With Bruges being so close and accessible
from England, naturally there’s always a good
selection of artists from our own shores. Rich

1. 2.

3.

4. 5.



1. alec by jens jensen, rise above 
(germany)

2. jenny by jens jensen, rise above
(germany)

3. eckel working
4. by stoüv, bad bunny (belgium)
5. by farid, soul to skin (belgium)

6. by seth wood, saved tattoo (usa)
7. by sebastiaan wilms, 

skin-a-matic (holland)
8. by oni, oni tattoo (belgium)
9. by alexandre wuillot, 

la main bleue (belgium)

and Helen from Gung Ho! made it over, along
with the team from Cult Classic Tattoo, Jason
‘ZigZag’ Corbett (who is now well and truly
on the road) and Lewis Parkin from Northside
Tattooz.

The convention opens at 11am and for the first
couple of hours everything moves along at a
steady pace. By two o’clock, the place seems
to fill beyond bursting and for the next four
hours it becomes truly crazy. The aisles are
packed and the bar area is swamped with
people. It seems the entire town comes to visit
the show. Maybe this is something to do with
an entry price of just €5 (about £4) or perhaps
it’s because of the fantastic line-up of artists.
Whatever the reason, this show just explodes
with energy.

It seemed to me that everyone involved with
Tattoo Sunday really wants it to work. It’s not
about the money for them; artists’ rates were
good, so there were plenty of people getting

tattooed; the bar prices were low, so beer was
being bought; and the food prices were fair, so
everybody ate. It really is quite simple. In the
UK, I just feel that venue hire is so high,
which puts organisers at a disadvantage from
the start. It means they have to charge large
entrance fees, limiting the money visitors are
able to spend when it comes to getting
tattooed.

Ian, the organiser, kindly offered Total Tattoo
readers free entry for the first one hundred
who applied. I’m not sure how many took up
the offer but there did seem to be a lot of
people from the UK in attendance. Nearly
everybody in Bruges speaks English to some
degree and with Eurotunnel prices so
reasonable, I really can’t recommend this show
enough. It’s a busy, bustling show in one of the
most lovely cities in Europe, just an hour’s
drive north of Calais. Maybe we’ll see you
there next year?

6.

7.

9.

8.
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10. 11.

13.

15. 16.

14.

12.

10. by toryumon tattoo (belgium)
11. by toryumon tattoo (belgium)
12. sebastiaan wilms, 

skin-a-matic (holland) working
13. by kayle leogrande, 

classic tattoo (usa)
14. by jenzie, owt tattoo (belgium)
15. by filip leu, the leu family’s 

family iron (switzerland) and 
luke atkinson, checker demon 
tattoo (germany)

16. by filip leu, the leu family’s 
family iron (switzerland) and 
luke atkinson, checker demon 
tattoo (germany)
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EXHIBITIONA showcase of fine art by the world’s greatest tattooists

If you would like to see your work exhibited

here, contact editor@totaltattoo.co.uk
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Would you describe yourself as a
creative person?
I like drawing and painting, although I
usually screw everything up afterwards
and throw it away... I'm a frustrated artist
who likes perfection! I’m creative with my
look, too; I use wigs a lot and try to
change my style frequently.

How did you get started with
tattoos?
I can't really explain it. After my first – a
tiny star on my left wrist – I was hooked. 
I got more and more added to it, and
eventually ended up with my first sleeve. 
In a weird way, I quite like the pain, and 
the feeling after you've had a new tattoo 
is quite euphoric! 

You have quite a moody, horror-
themed left arm. Tell us about
that…
The whole sleeve is about three of my
favourite films: ‘Red Dragon’, ‘Hannibal’ and
‘Silence of the Lambs’. The three main
pieces on my arm are the Hannibal
portrait, the dragon horns – which
resemble William Blake’s painting ‘The
Great Red Dragon and the Woman
Clothed in Sun’ – and the death’s head
moth, which represents Buffalo Bill in
‘Silence of the Lambs’.

What does the script say?
It’s from my favourite part of Red
Dragon:“I am the Dragon. And you call me
insane. You are privy to a great becoming,
but you recognise nothing. To me, you are
a slug in the sun. You are an ant in the
afterbirth. It is your nature to do one thing
correctly. Before me, you rightly tremble.
But fear is not what you owe me. You owe
me awe.” I would also like to add that I
fancy Ralph Fiennes like nobody’s business,
which is partly why I have his portrait in
there too.

What do your tattoos mean to
you?
Absolutely everything. Although they don't
define me as a person, and I don't rely on
them to get what I want, I do love the way
they have totally transformed the way I
look. I feel like they give me complete
freedom to express myself. 

Do you ever feel the need to
cover your tattoos?
No, absolutely not. I don't see why I
should cover them up just to please

P
hoebe Black is a 23-year old who likes all the usual

things:  going out, seeing friends, and getting tattooed of

course. She also couldn't live without music, especially

metal. “Iron Maiden can get me through absolutely anything”,

she says. But peel away the girl-next-door attributes and you

find a self-confessed bondage freak with a Hannibal Lecter

obsession and a penchant for men in Slipknot masks. An

ambitious young model, she has a passion for the twisted

side of life...

others. I would only ever cover them up if a
photographer specifically asked me to, or if I
was at a job interview.

Do people stare at you, or comment?
A lot of people do stare, yes. It used to bother
me, but it doesn't so much anymore. The
majority of the comments I get are generally
very nice.

What does your family think about
the extent of your tattoos?
In all honesty, they hate them. My mum really
dislikes them and so does my nan. It seems the
older generation don't really understand the
fascination with them. Hopefully my family will
start to accept it when I'm covered...!

Tell us a bit about the modelling you
do… 
I do all kinds; anything from beauty to gore,
and fetish. I try not to limit myself to just one
genre; the doors are open to pretty much
everything! Gore is one of my favourites
because you can really get into the character
and totally play up to the camera. I feel like I
can detach myself from reality for a while.
That's the beauty of modelling.

Do you have a dark side you can tap
into?
I am quite a shy person… until you get to
know me, that is. I have found recent
explorations into fetish quite enlightening. I
have an utterly twisted mind, but I'm not going
to say any more than that. I like to keep some
mystery.

I’m guessing modelling has its ups
and downs.
Of course. On the positive side it has enabled
me to grow and change as a person; I have so
much more confidence and self-belief than I
did a year ago, which really feels great. I also
love meeting all those different people. On the
down side, I really don't like the fact there are
people out there claiming to be
photographers, who try to take advantage of
models. 

What are your plans for the future? 
I'm going to carry on pursuing my modelling
career and just enjoy life.

Do you dare to give any tattoo
advice to our readers?
Just one piece of advice: Don't copy someone
else's original tattoo. 

Do you worry about how your
tattoos will look when you’re older?
No, not at all. I've got a feeling I won't be
parading around in skimpy underwear and
harnesses when I’m collecting my pension, so
it doesn't bother me. I'll always love my
tattoos.
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Photography by Tina Korhonen

Location: Murder Mile Studio
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brusselsinternational tattoo convention

W
hen we were invited to attend the International

Brussels Tattoo Convention by Kim, the organiser,

it was just the excuse we needed to check out a

show we’ve had our eye on for a while. It’s only a hop, skip and

a jump across to Belgium – so, like an adrenaline-fuelled Top

Gear challenge, Perry packed the Total Tattoo stall and set off

in his urban assault vehicle (the family people carrier) and I put

my faith in the skies and flew.

Somehow, we both arrived in the same place: Shed 1, Havenlaan 86c, 1000 Brussels. If, like me,

when you think of a shed, you envisage a wooden thing at the bottom of the garden, full of musty

old men drinking tea, you might want to think again. These Sheds were built at the beginning of

the twentieth century as transit warehouses for merchandise from the Belgian colonies;

nowadays, they are an impressive multi-purpose event venue. They make a fantastic home for this

show.

Words: James Sandercock • Pictures: James Sandercock and Perry Rule

1. kim by laura juan, 
le tatouage de laura juan 
(spain)

2. super cool cycles
3. ben by nicklas westin, 

nirvana tattoo (spain)
4. dan sinnes working

1.

3.

2.

4.
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The first impression as you walked into the

main hall was of the hustle and bustle. The hall

was set out more like a market than a tattoo

convention, which I loved. It took far longer

than usual to get your bearings and was all the

more fun for that. Tattooists, retailers, custom

cars and other miscellaneous stalls all radiated

out from one central square. The square was

home to various entertainments and activities

during the weekend, but essentially it was a

place to stop, chill and chat; coffee tables and

deckchairs were supplied to aid this process.

It was also the base for the convention’s

effervescent host, Femke Fatale, who kept the

assembled masses informed of the

entertainment schedule – all of which was

greeted with great gusto, whether it be freak

show, fashion show, bands or arm-wrestling

competitions! The incredible amount of

natural light that came pouring in through the

massive glass roof panels only added to the

energy and atmosphere. Like the London

show, you could see the passing of time; the

ceiling darkened and the hall’s illumination

changed as day turned into night and the glow

of artificial light took over from sunlight. 

The second room had more of an industrial,

cavernous feel to it and again housed a

mixture of artists, retailers, custom goodies,

the all-important bar and the main stage. The

crowds ebbed and flowed from this space;

when a show was on, it was packed out, and

then it emptied when it was over. It served its

purpose perfectly.

5. peeters by dan sinnes, 
luxembourg electric ave (luxembourg)

6. leo by niko inko (france)
7. niko working
8. by karolien, mo mori (germany)
9. petra by kelly doty, 

ink and dagger (usa)
10. by sente daniel
11. by chriss dettmer, 

black hole tattoo (germany)
12. by marlene mckay, 

skinwear tattoo (italy)
13. by mark halbstark (on the road)
14. marcus maguire working
15. by koan, exotic tattoo (spain)
16. teresa sharpe working
17. sven rayen, sin sin tattoo (holland)

5.

6.

7.
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8. 9. 10.

11.

15. 16.

17.

13. 14.12.
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The International Brussels Tattoo convention

always has a great line-up of quality artists and

this year was no exception. It was good to

spend time hanging out with folk who I might

only get to see once a year in the UK – and

put some faces to names I’ve long admired.

I met Nick Morte for the first time (we’ve

featured his work may times in Gallery Plus)

and I spent some time talking with the

enormously interesting Guil Zekri from

Reinkarnation in Cologne. I also caught up

with Dan Sinnes (Luxembourg Electric

Avenue), Victor Chil (Family Art Tattoo, Spain),

and Timmy B (Black 13, USA). It’s always fun to

see which UK artists have made it over. Sway

(Sacred Electric) was working the show, as

was Marcus Maguire from Custom Inc, the

crew from Jolie Rouge and David Corden.

18.

20.

21.

22. 23.

19.
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The weekend was fast – and at times a little

furious – but above all it was fun. Brussels is a

great city in which to spend a weekend; it’s

easy to get to, and it’s not going to break the

bank. Next year’s show is certainly on our list!

18. by victor chil, family art tattoo (spain)
19. by david corden (on the road)
20. trophies
21. by fabian langes, 

clockwork tattoo (italy)
22. by john barrett, black 13 (usa)
23. by kid kros, soul destiny (croatia)
24. by nick morte, 

lucky 7 classic custom (norway)
25. by uncle paul, 

one love tattoo (greece)
26. nick morte tattooing
27. belgian chocolate, skull style
28. steve, the old tattoo box (france)
29. by timmy b, black 13 (usa)

24.

26. 27.

28. 29.

25.
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30. circus performer zoe chrysanthou
31. by teresa sharpe, studio 13 (usa)
32. by david santos, domus tattoo (portugal)

30. 31.

32.
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Haunted Tattoo Studio
Allan • Rose • Alex • Emanuel
159 Holloway Rd, London N7 8LX
020 7609 6276
www.hauntedtattoos.com
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This softly spoken self-taught French artist, hailing from
Toulouse, began his tattoo career using a machine he made
himself. He now produces some of the most elegant and

smooth tattoos you will see today. His understanding of the human
body – and how to fit a tattoo to it – is reflected in all his
work, be it a Japanese backpiece or an illustrative sleeve.
Henrik’s creative spirit, attention to detail and ability to
work at the highest level, cross-genre, all come together to
create some very special tattoos.

Interview: James Sandercock
Pictures: Henrik G

It all started in quite an unpredictable
way. “My mother was my first
customer”, Henrik tells me. “It was a
very different time back then. I could
not get hold of a tattoo machine or
needles, so I built my own machine
from an old phone ringer. My mother
saw me trying to tattoo myself and she

just said, “What are you doing?” She could see how
difficult it was and wanted to help me, so she let me
tattoo her. It was crazy!” What makes this all the
more incredible is that there was no history of
tattoos in Henrik’s family at all. “I cannot explain
why, but at sixteen, all I wanted to be was a tattoo
artist.” 

In the beginning, Henrik was like many other tattoo
artists; he was working in a street shop only doing
small tattoos and had no real idea of what direction
he wanted to go in. But what he did know was that
every time he saw a picture of Filip Leu’s work in a
magazine it touched something inside him. So he got
on his motorbike and rode all the way to the Leu

Family Iron in Lausanne. “The first time I went there
it was like an electric shock. I began to understand
that tattooing was a way of life. At that point I
started to work hard! Every great tattooist works
hard! Japanese design became my universe.” Of
course Henrik’s work and personal style have
continued to evolve since then. As he says, his
frequent travels are always a voyage of discovery:
“You learn something from everyone, and you put it
together to make your own sauce,” he laughs.

These days Henrik doesn’t think of himself as a
Japanese specialist. “A lot of tattooists try to
specialise, but I find I’m not able to do that. All the
time I’m trying to do something new. I still love the
modern Oriental style, but I’m also attracted to the
illustrative realistic style, so it’s good to mix them.
For me, things always have to change. I have no idea
what I will be doing in two years time. I don’t think
there are any limitations. For instance, Japanese is
all about movement; it’s forceful and dynamic. A
black and grey portrait is far more delicate, but the
two can work together. To move forward is so
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important. I don’t want to feel caged in. I
need to mix things up.” With most of
Henrik’s clients choosing him precisely
because they like this blending of styles,
he’s been able to really explore this
approach in depth, executing every
element of the tattoo to the very highest
standard.

I wondered whether, for Henrik, this
illustrative, detailed way of executing a
tattoo felt very different to his big, bold,
high-impact Japanese work? Did the
story-telling aspect make the tattooing
process more engaging? “Yes, it certainly
is very different. When you’re working
within Japanese you have a main subject,
then a big wave and as long as it’s
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positioned correctly on the body and you have found the movement, it
will work. If you have the correct placement almost anything will
work. The illustrative way is more difficult when you begin. It’s like a
single frame from a film. It’s a lot of detail. Just a little mistake and
your eye is drawn to it immediately. Your eyes don’t lie. They know!”

Henrik has travelled extensively for his inspiration, but I was curious
to know if he recognised any particular French style. “I don’t think
there is really any actual French style of tattooing. With magazines
and the Internet, there really is no nationality to tattooing. Some
different visions for sure, but artists work in all styles in all places. It’s
maybe easier to get tattooed in certain countries than others, but I
think that’s about it.”
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Being so open to all the possibilities that tattooing offers, it’s no surprise that Henrik is also
interested in the idea of creative collaboration. “Yes, I love to work with others. In Montréal I
worked with eight artists on a large piece. It was pretty fun. I’m looking to start a project with two
other artists where we have three customers and three tattoos and we rotate through them, each
working on each design. I think it would have a lot of energy.”

With so much time going into his tattooing, I was interested to find out if Henrik has time for any
other creative outlets outside of tattooing, such as painting or illustration. “It’s difficult for me. I
have a lot of drawing to do for my customers, but when I get a moment I try to paint. In terms of
the relationship between the two, they are similar but also very different. If you want to learn
about colours and how to use light, then perhaps painting is the best school, but technically
tattooing is so different; there is no way back. I think when I tattoo I learn something about
painting, and when I’m painting I learn something I can use when I tattoo.”
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Henrik has a few other projects in the pipeline: a
book, which he has been working on for a couple
of years now, and also his involvement with
Dimitri HK’s ‘Around the Caps’ digital bookshop
app [which we mentioned in a News item in Total
Tattoo issue 108 - Ed]. He would also dearly love
to find more time for his painting, perhaps
working towards an exhibition.  For this highly
focused French artist it would appear that there are
not enough hours in the day.

With a young family, there is also another balance
to be struck – between work, and life away from
the studio. Not always so easy to achieve when
you’re part of something as all-consuming as the
tattoo industry. “Right now I only work four days a
week so I can spend time with my family. Next
year I’m going over to the US to guest with Kore
Flatmo [another of Henrik’s great influences - Ed]
and Jeff Gogué, and my wife and two sons will
come with me. I don’t like to be apart from them
for long.” And with Henrik’s eldest son already
having done his first tattoo on dad at the tender age
of eight, just as Henrik himself made his mark on
his own mother, it looks like the family Grysbjerg
will be well worth keeping an eye on!

www.henrik-tattoo.com
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To find out about our special offers for

display adverts, email

advertising@totaltattoo.co.uk

CONVENTION CALENDAR
Tattoo convention listings on this page are free. 

Send your details to Convention Calendar, Total Tattoo Magazine, PO Box 10038, Sudbury, Suffolk,

CO10 7WL, UK or e-mail editor@totaltattoo.co.uk All details correct at time of going to press. E&OE.

UK CONVENTIONS

February 10-11

Back in the Day Tattoo Expo 
Holiday Inn (East) London Road, 
Newport Pagnal, Milton Keynes MK16 0JA
www.facebook.com/pages/Needle-Gangstas-
Back-in-the-Day-Convention
/487670711284263

February 15-16

Brighton Tattoo Convention
The Hilton Metropole Hotel, Brighton
www.brightontattoo.com

March 1-2

Tattoo Tea Party
Event City Limited, Phoenix Way, Urmston,
Manchester, M41 7TB 
www.tattooteaparty.com

March 29-30

The Scottish Tattoo Show
Corn Exchange, Edinburgh, EH14 1RJ 
www.scottishtattooconvention.net

April 6

Ink & Iron
The Tower, Reservoir Road, Edgbaston,
Birmingham, B16 9EE
www.inkandiron.co.uk
info@inkandiron.co.uk

April 12-13

Tattoo Extravaganza
Portsmouth
Portsmouth Pyramids Centre, Clarence
Esplanade, Portsmouth, Hampshire PO5 3ST
tattooextravaganza@live.co.uk
www.tattooextravaganza.co.uk

April 12-13

7th North Lakes Tattoo Show
Shepherds Inn, Carlisle, Cumbria
Tel 01228 545156
www.northlakestattooshow.co.uk

May 11

Somerset Tattoo Convention
Blake Hall, St Saviours Avenue, Bridgwater,
Somerset, TA6 3NZ

May 17-18

Liverpool Tattoo Convention
The Adelphi Hotel, Ranelagh Place, Liverpool,
Merseyside, L3 5UL
Tel: 0151 709 0479
www.liverpooltattooconvention.com

May 24-25

The 4th International
Northern Ireland Tattoo
Convention

Ulster Hall, Belfast
Facebook.com/nitattoo.convention
ww.nitattoo.co.uk

June 7-8

Northampton International 
Tattoo Convention
Saints Rugby Ground, Weedon Road,
Northampton, NN5 5BG
www.northamptoninternationaltattooconventi
on.com
Tel:01604 949958

June 7-8

Reading Tattoo Convention
Rivermead Leisure Complex, Richfield Avenue,

Reading, RG1 8ER

readingtattooshow@hotmail.co.uk

www.readingtattooshow.co.uk

0118 959 0700 or 0118 959 8616

June 13-16

Inkfest 3
Sand Bay Leisure Resort, Weston Super Mare

www.inkfest.co.uk

June 21-22

Ink for Heroes
The Racecourse, Knavesmire Rd, York, 

North Yorkshire YO23 1EX

www.inkforheroes.co.uk

inkforheroes@hotmail.co.uk

July 12-13

Milton Keynes Tattoo Expo
stadium mk, Stadium Way West, 

Milton Keynes, MK1 1ST 

www.mktattooconvention.co.uk

Tel 01908 604201

July 19-20

Cardiff Tattoo & Toy
Convention
Mercure Cardiff Holland House Hotel & Spa

24-26 Newport Road, Cardiff, CF24 0DD

info@cardifftattooandtoycon.co.uk

www.cardifftattooandtoycon.co.uk

OVERSEAS
CONVENTIONS

December 7-8

Lady Ink
Eventzentrum Z 2000, 2000 Stockerau (bei

Wien), Austria

www.facebook.com/events/483741388346936/

www.facebook.com/LadyInkFemaleTattooArtis

tsOnly

January 24-26

12th Annual Star of Texas
Tattoo Art Revival
Austin Convention Center, 500 E Cesar
Chavez St, Austin, TX 78701, USA

February 7-9

Milan Tattoo Convention
Centro Congressi AtaHotel Quark, 

Via lampedusa 11/A, Milan

www.milanotattooconvention.it

March 7-9

Mondial du Tatouage
Mondial du Tatouage de La Villette

211 Avenue Jean Jaurès, 75019 Paris, France

www.mondialdutatouage.com

March 21-23

Skindustry Expo
Holiday Inn Conference Center, Lehigh Valley,
Allentown, PA, USA
Tel +1 610 770 7587 or email
info@skindustryexpo.com
www.skindustryexpo.com 

March 28-30

12th Annual Lady Luck Tattoo
Arts Expo
Circus Circus Hotel and Casino, Reno, Nevada,
USA
Tel +1 412 531 5319 or email
tattootim@me.com
www.ladylucktattooexpo.com

April 25-27

4th International Nepal
Tattoo Convention
Yak and Yeti Hotel

www.nepaltattooconvention.com

www.facebook.com/NepalTattoo

June 20-22

Transilvania Tattoo Expo
Sibiu, Romania
www.tattooexpo.ro
www.transilvaniatattoo.ro

September 5-7

22nd Annual Meeting of the
Marked
Monroeville Convention Center, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, USA
Tel + 1 412 531 5319 or email
tattootim@me.com
www.meetingofthemarked.com





mugshot
We ask tattooists some probing questions and encourage 

them to reveal a different side of themselves!  

This month

Graham Hodgson  
Seven Star Tattoo Studio

What makes you happy?

A sunny afternoon at The Valley in glorious

sunshine watching the famous Charlton

Athletic play.

What makes you angry?

Watching them constantly lose.

What was the last book you read?

I’ve never read a book in my life but I've

coloured a few in.

What was the last movie you saw?

Nympho Schoolgirls in Leather from Mars.

What pets do you have?

I have a grumpy old schnauzer and a

labradoodle. Don’t take the piss, they’ll do

your dog!

What would you eat for your last

meal on earth?

Lamb garlic bhuna, vegetable rice, saag paneer,

stuffed paratha and loads of Kingfisher lager.

If you won the lottery what is the

first thing you would buy?

I would buy my beloved Charlton Athletic

Football Club and be their chairman, restore

them to the glory of the Premiership, and see

them win trophies and honours galore. And if I

get four numbers I might treat myself to a

curry.

Who would play you in the movie of

your life?

My business partner Pete Oz reckons I look

like Peter Griffin from Family Guy, but with the

personality traits of Quagmire. So it'll have to

be Peter Griffin with old bad tattoos!

What song would be the soundtrack

to your life?

Highway to Hell. Nuff said really.

What is your favourite tattoo that

you have done and why?

I did a portrait of the four Beatles across a

bloke's back. It won best British portrait that

year at the Dunstable Tattoo Convention - in

my opinion the best show we have ever had in

this country. 

What would your super power be?

X-ray vision so I could see through girls'

clothes.

What achievement are you most

proud of?

Doing eight tins of Tennent's Super and half a

bottle of Buckfast. Well I am half Scottish.

What is your biggest regret?

Not growing up - and taking things too

seriously.

What keeps you awake at night?

A weak bladder.

What is the best lesson life has

taught you?

Work to live, don’t live to work.

How would you like to be

remembered?

I want a statue made of me out of beer cans

and placed outside the main stand at Charlton

Athletic.

Finish this sentence: Graham is…

coming to a pub near you.
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